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SeaLife® Offers New Lenses & Accessories for SportDiver® ULTRA 
Smartphone Underwater Housing 

MOORESTOWN, NJ – SeaLife® has introduced new lenses, a new lens adapter and several new accessories for 
the new SportDiver Ultra Smartphone housing. The new housing is designed to accommodate larger Android 
phones and has several design improvements over the original SportDiver model. The new lens accessories will 
also function on the previous SportDiver smartphone housing since the lens port is the same size.  

New 6”/15cm Wide Angle Dome Lens for SportDiver & SportDiver ULTRA Smartphone Housing  
SeaLife has introduced a new Wide Angle Dome Lens for their popular SportDiver underwater smartphone 
housing that increases the phone’s camera lens field-of view by 40% and allows photographers to get closer to 
the subject while fitting everything into the image frame. The lens mounts directly to the SportDiver lens port, 
including to the new ULTRA model.  Item SL053 
 
New Lens Adapter for popular SportDiver & SportDiver ULTRA Smartphone Housing  
A new lens adapter for the SportDiver underwater smartphone housing. 67mm and 52mm threaded lenses may 
be mounted to the SportDiver smartphone housing allowing the underwater photographer to expand their 
macro and wide-angle creativity. The precision lens adapter, constructed with hard anodized machined 
aluminum and stainless-steel hardware, mounts directly to the SportDiver’s lens port for a secure, solid fit on 
both the original and new SportDiver ULTRA. Item SL081 

New 52mm Wide-Angle Dome Lens for SportDiver & SportDiver ULTRA Smartphone Housing  
SeaLife has introduced a new compact Wide-Angle Dome Lens for the SportDiver underwater smartphone 
housing that increases the phone camera’s shooting angle by 43% and allows photographers to get up to 3x 
closer to the subject depending on which phone lens is selected.  The new multi-coated  4-element lens threads 
into the new SportDiver Lens Adapter (Item SL081).   Item SL054 

New Color Filters for SeaLife SportDiver & SportDiver ULTRA Smartphone Housing  
SeaLife has added a new Magenta color-correcting filter for green water to their SportDiver line. SeaLife already 
includes a red filter with the SportDiver & SportDiver ULTRA for blue water. The filters are designed to restore 
and correct for color-loss underwater, especially in the red color spectrum. A new Yellow Filter is also available 
for Fluoro and UV Imaging, and certain blue water applications. Items SL40007 (Red), SL40003 (Magenta), SL40005 (Yellow)  

New Ergonomically Comfortable Flex-Connect Ultra Dual Tray  
SeaLife has a new dual light tray for the SportDiver ULTRA smartphone housing. The new wider tray allows for 
larger housings and cameras to be mounted and offers several mounting options as the photographer can now 
position the lights forward, or behind the camera. Item SL9908 
 
SeaLife offers a full range of their Sea Dragon® lights for the SportDiver, along with grips, trays and mounting 
accessories.  The accessories fit all SportDiver models including the new SportDiver ULTRA Housing.  

 
SeaLife cameras, housings, lighting and accessories are sold and serviced in over 60 countries around the world.  

For more information visit www.SeaLife-Cameras.com 
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